Grace and Her Busy Day
Grace is a magical unicorn who travels in time to help people. She loves to learn and eat lots of apples.

One day, Grace flew to Amsterdam and gave Anne an invisible cloak. ERR! I CAN'T SEE HER. THANK YOU, GRACE.
Thanks Grace for saving me now! Can I build an army of pyramids?

SAVE HIM!

Then Grace went to Egypt and gave King Tut cold medicine.

Something weird is happening, Cairo is so pyramid!
Grace traveled to Vienna and gave Beethoven a magical hearing aid.
Amelia was lost at sea when Grace appeared with a magical compass.

I CAN FLY CAN I??  MY NAME IS AMELIA TOO!!

THANKS GRACE I WILL NEVER GET LOST AGAIN!
And then, I saw Martin Luther King Jr. in a shimmering jacket. So no one could harm him.

Yay my dream came true!!!

Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, let's welcome our first black president.
At the end of the day, Grace was so hungry that she ate a bucketful of apples and pretty soon she was fast asleep. Z Z Z...

Thanks for the yummy apples Mr. Johnny.
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